
U8 - Week 6 - Spring 2018 - Prepared by: Edgar de Leon

Date: Group: Grade 2

Length: 60 mins    

Start Time: Focus: Dribbling

End Time: Level: U6

Length Start Drill Name Category Notes

10 1 v 1 Technique Progression Attacking/Dribbling

10 1V1 Choose A Goal Attacking/Dribbling 15X20 yards
2 small goals
6 cones
balls in each line

10 Dribble & Shoot Fun games Small pop up goal (use 
cones if needed)
6 cones per station
4 balls

10 6 & upTake it to the bank Recreation Activities

10 Game

Notes:

http://www.youthsoccer101drills.com/drills/drill.php?id=6964
http://www.youthsoccer101drills.com/drills/drill.php?id=4719
http://www.youthsoccer101drills.com/drills/drill.php?id=4424
http://www.youthsoccer101drills.com/drills/drill.php?id=3705


Drill Title:  1 v 1 Technique Progression (1 Diagram )

Concepts we are emphasizing: 
-In a 1 v 1 confrontation, we are attacking space WIDE of the defender to try to 
get behind
-We must dribble at top speed to beat defender to that space
-If defender can't get there fast enough, we take a "get by" touch, sometimes in 
the air to get it over outstretched foot of lunging defender
-If defender is getting there and has hips turned towards the space you're 
dribbling to, then a quick cut/V/L move to change directions gets you behind her
-If a defender closes us down, take a lateral touch the way you're going, and as 
they make contact, use the outside of your safe foot to turn/scoop the ball away, 
and take off with inside of opposite foot (now safe foot after you turn)

Materials: 4 cones in a 10 x 10 diamond. 4 players with balls per grid. 
Exercise Progression:
1. X1 & O1 start with moving feet, both take off for cone to their right on "Go" 
from X1. The first to arrive wins. Once other pairs have gone, repeat, but now 
O1 says "Go" to the left.
2. Same pair of races, but start with double lunge, before taking off
3. Same pair of races, but start with 6 quick step overs before taking off
4. Same, but start with 6 quick scissors before taking off
5. X1 & O1 start with moving feet, dribble at speed to their right cone, and make 
a sharp inside of the foot cut, before accelerating to opposite line from where 
they started
6. Repeat, but go to the left cone to start out.
7. Repeat, but use the L move for change of direction
8. Repeat, but use the V move (or sole pull/open hips/push inside) for change of 
direction
9. Players standing on each cone, each with a ball. North & South players 
dribble to East & West cones, where waiting player simulates a defender who 
has caught them. Make contact, dribble laterally, and use the spin move to beat 
"defender" and go to opposite cone. Now the East & West players are the 
dribblers. 
10. Dribble at right cone (as if you beat your defender), and take get by touch, 
dribble to red cone line, and step on your ball. First to score between X1 & O1 
gets point for team.
11. Repeat, but head to left.
12. Repeat both sides, but use a change of direction move, go the opposite 
direction to break the red cone line, then score

Key Points:

Drill Title:  1V1 Choose A Goal (1 Diagram )

Divide the team in half. X1 passes the ball to O1 and 
follows their pass to close them down. O1 can dribble 
the ball and score at either end as X1 tries to tackle 
them. Once O1 has scored, they have to turn and 
sprint around the
goal opposite to the one they putthe ball into, with A1 
in pursuit. Once X1 and O1 have sprinted around the 
goal they rejoin their respective lines. The sequence 
continues.

Key Points: Quick decision to attack a goal First touch in the direction you intend to go

Drill Title:  Dribble & Shoot (1 Diagram )



Player #1 goes for 1 minute and tries to dribble around 
the cones and score a goal before running back to 
retrieve another ball and repeat. Count how many 
goals are scored in one minute. X4 retrieves the ball 
from the goal and passes to X3 who passes to X2 who 
sets up the next ball.

Each player gets a chance. Duplicate this set up as 
needed depending on the number of players at your 
practice.

Key Points: Dribble under control



Drill Title:  6 & upTake it to the bank (1 Diagram )

Divide the players up between 2-3 boxes (banks)
Each player with a ball. On the whistle
the players leave their balls in their bank
and go and steal balls from other banks
by dribbling them back to their bank.

The bank with the most balls wins.

Key Points: Dribbling game


